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in their
possible or
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This goes
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it is
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that there
an enormous
feel that
still an
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if that
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forms will
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certainly depart
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of all,
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many show
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maybe they
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others, but there is still
for
still aabig
here for
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Because
of this
this variable
variable nature,
nature, I shall
varieties
Because of
those varieties
shall refer only
to those
only to
'ivhich I have
which
home at Dunley
Dunley near Stourport, Worcesterhave grown at my home
Worcesterhave really
shire for
sufficient number of years to ensure they have
for aa sufficient
really settled
down.
from outside
infrom
New bulbs
broughtin
down. New
outside usually
take up to three years
bulbs brought
usually take
to do
do this.
in which
soil in
The soil
the daffodils
which the
The
of good
daffodils are grown has the appearance of
loam. But
light sandy red loam.
Horticultural Advisory
But the
theHorticultural
Advisory Service's
Service's report
on it is not so complimentary.
complimentary. The
sandy silt
soil, itit stated,
was aa sandy
The soil,
silt with aa
stated, was
with the
the pH
pH varying
varyingfrom
from6.5
6.5 to
to 88'4,
8.4, the
poor structure
fair to very poor
fair
structure with
with
the
from
6.5
varying
highest alkalinity
highest
alkalinitybeing
beingatataa depth
depth of
of 18
18 inches.
inches. Whilst
Whilst I have
have no
no
fact,my
scientific
data to prove the
the fact,
observations indicate the best
scientific data
myobservations
best
growth and flowers
come fiom
from these
these areas
areas where
where the
the pH does not rise
flowers come
rise
much above
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7.
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length, and are made
made up during the winter by double
By this
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soil from
from the
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pathways between_
betweenbed:..
beds. By
this
digging and heaping
raised
means the top of
of tha
the b;d
bed is
is some
some ro
io inches
inches above
abovethe
thepaths.
paths. The raised
it gives
gives quick drainage
drainage away from
bed is, II am
from the
as it
valuable, as
very valuable,
am sure,
sure, very
in
summers.
bulb and helps
ripening
of
the
bulbs,
especially
in
wet
summers.
The
especially
wet
bulbs,
The
the
of
ripening
the
-bulbs
completed by
of
planting of bulbs in rows
the bed is completed
by th9
the end of
rowJ across
across the
cold
previously by dipping in
in-a
August, all bulbs having been treated previously
a cold
lifting.
solution
directly after lifting.
sohition of Aretan and Aldrex for twenty minutes directly
left down
two years.
Normally the bulbs are
down for two
are left
planting the
for planting
depth for
optimum depth
In order
the optimum
ascertain the
try and
andascertain
to try
oider to
one end
each row
end of
ro\Y' one
along the row,
of each
bulbs, depth
rvas varied
planting was
depth of
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of planting
other
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nearly.ro
the
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to
the
base
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the
bulb,
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nearly
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to
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the
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base
4
experiment was
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result of
obvious result
was
for the
size of
of bulb.
bulb. The
The obvious
average size
tLe average
marhed, especially
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difference
especially
was very
which was
the difference
of flowering,
difference in time
time of
flowering, which
some seven
seven to eight
for the first year down.
flowered some
bulbs flowered
shallow bulbs
Theshallow
down. The
variation was
The variation
rvas
days
earlier than those
those planted
planted at
at max,imum.depth.
maximum depth. The
days earlier'than
lifting, it was found that the
less
marked the
the second
second year
year down.
down. On lifting,
lesi marked
Alshallow
bulbs had pulled
pulled themselves
themselvesdown
downto
to about
about 5-6
5-6 inches.
inches. Alshallow bulbs
years
of years
though this method
planting was carried out for a number of
of planting
method of
difference could
over
a wide
could be seen in
no obvious
obvious difference
rvide variety of bulbs, no
ouer-a
either the
except in very
very few
few cases.
cases. But
the flowers,
size of
of the
the quality
or size
flowers, except
quality or
atmaximum
increase at
maximum
ofbulb
the rate
bulbincrease
rateof
there was
iome- reduction in the
was some
depth.
depth.
other soils,
soils,
necessarily apply in other
I do
rvouldnecessarily
results would
theseresults
notthink
think these
do not
il*9t, as this
especially
heavyclays.
clays. II now plant
plant the bulbs
bulbs at about
about 5-6
5-6 inches,
especially
especially heavy
clays.
light soil
is clearly
in this
soil itit is
this light
seems
to be the depth
clearly
although in
they want,
depth they
want, although
seims tobe
not very critical.
critical.
After planting,
either with mushroom
mushroom
annually either
planting, the beds are mulched annually
old
compost
houses, but
but it must be old
chicken houses,
ot manure
*on.,t" from deep litter chicken
compost or
is stacked
stacked in the open
and weathered.
received is
freshmanure
whenreceived
minurewhen
Thefresh
weathered. The
keeping
Besides keeping
years before
using.Besides
and left
before using.
two to
to three
least two
threeyears
for at
at least
left for
flowers from becoming splashed
down the weeds,
weeds, the mulch prevents the flowers
sufficient feed for the
with mud
provides sufficient
alsoprovides
rains, ititalso
heavy rains,
mud during
during heavy
are, with
rvell there
given as
bulbs.
with some
there are,
as well
aregiven
some
additionsofofbonemeal
bonemealare
bulbs.IfIfadditions
varieties, signs of over feeding.
protected from wind
During the
period the beds are protected
win{ by
the flowering
flowering period
show
special show
feet high,
surrounding
high,special
netting about
about 77feet
coire netting
strrrounding them with coire
covered with aa
bein.g covered
bamboo, being
short bamboo,
flowers,
after being
being clipped
clipped to a short
florvers, after
those red
bloom protector.
cup
necessary with those
red-cup
especially necessary
protector. This
Thiiisisespecially
for
varieties
that are easily
easily burnt
burnt by
by the sun.
sun.Another
used for
method used
Another method
varietieJ that
of cover
cov-er which
protecting a row
is to
to use
use a Dutch barn type
type of
which
ror,v of flowers
flowers is
andcovers
one row
flowers.
covers one
row of
bed and
of flowers.
extends
of the
the bed
aiross the full width of
ixtends across
sheet
This type
from thin
aluminium sheet
made up
iseasily
protector is
easily made
thinaluminium
up from
of protector
type of
conveniently one row
formed into
cover conveniently
inverted Vee,
into an
an inverted
Vee, wide enough to cover
and held by-As
four corner supports which
into the
the soil
soil between
are pushed into
which are
good reflector
is aavery
the rows.
reflector of heat, the
very good
aluminium is
polished aluminium
rows. As polished
flowers
underneath on aa sunl)y
sunny day are kept at aa much
much lower
lower temperature
temperature
flowers underneath
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than those
in
those under
is useful
which is
protectors, which
useful in
themore
conventional protectors,
under the
moreconventional
hot weather.
weather.
As the rainfall
23 inches
inches per
per annum, it is
is
rainfall at
Dunley only
at. Dunley
only averages
averages z3
necessary
dry spells,
the
spells, and the
in the spr_ing
spring to water
water the beds during dry
necessary in-the
equivalent
ofabout
aboutzinch
inchof
equivalent
inch
of
rainisisgiven
given
each
watering. No
given at
about_l
eacli watering.
waiering.
No other
equivalent of
other
ofrain
at each
special
cultural methods are used.
special cultural
Turning now
for exhibition
grown for
exhibition
varieties that
thevarious
that are
various varieties
are grown
now to
to the
-Turning
and
reference to
purposes, time
to some
time will
permit only
some
brief reference
only aa brief
will permit
and breeding
breeding purposes,
e in the garden
that have
and found
reliable
over
foundreliabl
provedind
garden over
thoroughly proved
have been
been thoroughly
aa number of
those varieties
include only
tried to
to include
only those
years.IIhave
varieties which
of years.
havealso
also tried
promise
good garden
garden plants
plants for
forthe
the future.future. II am
are
afraid there are
am afraid
promise to be good
many
fine show flowers
which
will never
never qualify
qualify on
on this score, and are
h will
many-fine
flowers.r,hic
therefore excluded.
excluded.
Starting with division
la,
trumpets,
yellow
a, the
the yellow
yellowtrumpets,
trumpets, there
there is no doubt in
division Ira,
my mind that
`Kingscoure
flower of
reliable flower
most reliable
'I(ingscourt' isiseasily
of
bestand
and most
that `Kingscourt'
the best
easily the
its class, although itif is
since itit lvas
was first
first introduced,
introduced, it is
is now many years since
its newer
and more
to hold
more than able to
more
newer and
its own
hold its
of its
orvn against
against any of
expensive
varieties srrch
such as
as 'I(ing,s
'King's Ransom' and
of the new varieties
Somc of
elpensive rivals. Some
', but
yet give
give
`Golden
`Kingscoure,
but do
not as
as yet
do-not
rnay supersede
`Kingscourt',
'Golden Rapture' may
supersede 'Kingscourt
`Kingscoure
'Kingscouri, has
the
quality that
that would
be required.
hu', aa
required. `Kingscourt'
would bethe consistent
consistent. qu_ality
profusion
splendid constitution with
produ6es aa profusion
rvith aa fine hard bulb which
rvhich produces
of show quality flowers
and is undoubtedly one
fhe best
of the
show flowers
flowers and
one of
best show
flowers
available,
as well
wellas
asaafirst-rate
first-rategarden
gardenplant.
plant. In addition, I have
have found
available, as
rent to breed from.
it isis one
one of the
it an
parent
from. Curiously
enough, it
an excellent
excellent,pa
Curiously enough,
ow planting.
few varieties
that II grow
shallow
grow that
rather"shall
prefei rather
planting.
varie*s that
to prefer
that seems
seems to
`Spanish
`Kingscoure,
from'which
which ftit
'I(ingscourt,, from
similar in form to `Kingscourt',
'Spanish_ Gold' is rather similar
was bred, but not so large,
nor is
is itit quite
quite so
so robirst.
robust. But
in colour
colour it is
large, nor
But in
ourtl, being
better than
`Kingscoure,
than'Kingsc
`Kingscourt',
gold throughout.
T4aximus' gold
Fqi"g rich 'Maximus'
The
tried most of them
without
tliem without
find difficult
The bicolours
difficult and have tried-most
bicolours II find
perhaps
any conspicuous
success. Nothing
Nothingthat
that II do has any effect.
effect. Perhaps
conspicuor-rs success.
`Preamble'
otheis in this
this division,
division,
co-operitive than the others
'Preamble' is a little more co-operative
and itit has
perfectly
good colour
the added
advantage of
of good
addedadvantage
colour comparison;
has the
comparison; aa perfectly
grown
pure white perianth
perianth and
yellow trumpet, and
lovely rich yellow
and when
and aa lovely
rvhen grown
well,
does in
in some
some gardens,
gardens, itit isis an-excellent
an excellent shbw
show flower.
flower. ButrwhatBut whatwell, as itit does
ever I do
bulb at Dunley.
I{orvever,
a miserably small bulb
Dunley. However,
do. it only produces a
_miserably
growing
it on
growing.it
scotland, itit is proving to
io be aa much
of Scotland,
south-west of
on clay
glar in the south-west
'Trousscau',whilst
plant. 'Trousseau',
better plant.
garien plant
good garden
and early,
pra'nt and
early,
rvhilstbeing
b9!1saagood
needs
develop the
the pinky
pinky buff
buff flush
flush on
on the
the trumpet,
trumpet, but by then
nccds time to dcvelop
the
perianth has
the effect.
thc perianth
curl,which
which spoils
to twist
has started
started to
andcurl,
trvistand
spoils^the
effect.
The
white
trumpets,
unlike
the
bicolours,
seem
to
enjoy
the condithe
trumpets,
unlike
white
bicolours,
se".ri
. and grow strongly,
iEmpress of
tions
especially
is
this
so
the
'Empress
strongly,
especially
thd
is
of
this
so
with
liotr 114_grow
Ireland' (Fig.
i io).
increases rapidly
proportion of
large proportion
andgives
to). ItIt_in-creaies
gives aa large
rapidlyand
of
(lig.^rro).
ers. Lt
oithe
show
quality flowers.
It has
only one fault,
a tendency for
the perianth
show quality-flow
has_only
fault, a'tendencyT
ground may
segments to
poorer ground
rather poorer
segments
to be
be split.
split. Growing
in rather
Grorving itit in
-uy help to
overcome
trouble.
overcorre this trouble.
`Cantatrice',
'Cantatrice', aa much
flower, is still able to hold its own on the
older flower,
much older
show bench, but with
ofreally
the number
flowers it can
good show
show flowers
really good
number of
can
rvith me
me the
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produce is
it has
has aa tendency
tendency for
for the perianth to
is small, and some seasons
seasons it
become
too pointed and starry, this
this again
is another
another variety
variety which
which does
does
become too
again is
better on
'Vigil', one
oneof
ofthe
thewhitest
whitestflowers
(it
on the
the clay
clay in
in Scotland.
Scotland.'Vigil',
flowers (it
makes most of the
the whites
whites look grey), seems
seems to develop
develop best in aa wet
wet
spring.
meititisisrather
rathervariable.
variable.`Rashee',
relatively small
small flower,
spring.With
Withme
flower,
'Rashee',a arelatively
coming
late in
in the
the season,
season, is
is not
not as
as well
well known
known as
as it
it
coming as it does rather late
judgedalongside
should be.
giants like
like'White
perhaps,judged
alongside the
thegiants
be.Or
Orperhaps,
'White
Prospect', the 'Empress of Ireland' and
is overlooked. This is
and others,
others, it is
is
a most
flower, purc
pure ice-white
ice-white with
with aa touch of moss green at the
most lovely
lovely flower,
base of the trumpet;
also aa good
good grower.
grower.
trumpet; itit isisalso
In division
and yellow
yellow
almost too large,
large, but of
of the red and
division 2,
z, the choice
choice is almost
`Ceylon'
its earliness,
and
its deep
deep rich
rich colouring,
colouring, its
earliness, and
'Ceylon' is outstanding
outstanding for its
consistent quality.
rapidly.ItItisissunproof,
sunproof, and
and in
in fact
fact unless
unless
quality. ItIt increases
increases rapidly.
grown
its full
full colours. ItIt isisalso
also aa first-class
first-class
grown in the open will not develop
develop its
garden plant.
giving very
consistent quality,
quality,
anothergiving
very consistent
plant.'Border
'BorderChief'
Chiefisisanother
being a strong
elegantflowers.
flowers.
grower, free
of increase
increase and
and with
with large,
large, elegant
free of
strong grower,
`Revelry'
producelovely
lovelysmooth
smoothflowers,
relied on
on to
toproduce
flowers,
'Revelry' can always
always be relied
increases
rapidly, but
but lacks
lacksperhaps
perhapsthe
the intensely
intensely coloured
coloured perianth
perianth which
increases rapidly,
is now
in favour.
favour. As
grows too
and is
is easily
garden plant
plant itit grows
too tall
tall and
easily damaged
As aa garden
now in
by wind
wind or rain, together with 'Air Marshal'
is useful for the breeding
N{arshal' it
it is
of smooth perianths.
`Galway'
yellow) makes
makes aasplendid
splendid garden
garden plant,
plant, strong, free
free of
of
'Galway' (a self yellow)
increase,
of good
good form,
form, of
of near
near trumpet dimensions
dimensions and
increase, the flowers
flowers are of
are of an intense gold throughout
throughout and is quite one of the best.
`Tudor
is unred in
in the
the cup,
cup, is
division 2b
zb flower
'Tudor Minstrel',
Minstrel', aadivision
flower without red
doubtedly the best
large smooth
smooth flower
stem
in its
itsclass,
class, aavery
very large
flower with aa stem
best in
and
constitution to match
matchitssize
its size(Fig.
(Fig.rrr).
iii). The
increases
Thelarge
largebulb
bulbincreases
andconstitutionto
rapidly
to over-feed
over-feed the
to like
like plenty
plenty of
ofwater,
rvater, but
butititisiseasy
easy to
seems to
rapidly and seems
plant and
has aa habit of
of hanging its
get creased
flowers. Unfortunately, itit has
and get
creased flowers.
head
too much.
headtoomuch.
`Green
garden
first rate plant
plant both
both for
for show
shorv and
and garden
is another
another first
'Green Island' is
decoration. For
to get
get the
the
purposes it
it isissometimes
sometimcs difficult
difficult to
show purposes
For show
perianth really smooth.
smooth. But
increase as
as
But there
there can
canbe
befew
few varieties
varieties that
that increase
fast.
for breeding.
breeding.
Island'has
hasalso
alsobeen
beenused
usedmost
mostsuccessfully
successfully for
'GreenIsland'
fast.'Green
Although `Arbar'
reliable show
flower in the section
section
'Arbar' isis still
still the
the most
most reliable
show flower
for red and
easy plant to
to grow
grow well
well and it has
has aa nasty
is not
not an
an easy
and whites,
whites, itit is
habit of
spots on the crown,
of overoveryellow spots
crown, a probable sign
sign of
of developing
developing yellow
feeding.
varieties coming
large number
numberof
of newer
newer varieties
coming on in this
feeding. There
Thereare
areaalarge
division,
among them'Avenger'
them 'Avenger' and
and 'Northern
'Northern Light'
Light' are
are settling
settling down
down
division, among
well
`Kilworth' with its
theolder
oldervarieties,
varieties,'Kihvorth'with
promise.Of
Ofthe
well and show great promise.
bright red cup
or as
as aa garden
garden
on the
the show
show bench
bench or
cup is
is outstanding
outstanding both on
flower,
also itit is
is r.vith'Arbar'
with `Arbar' the most successful
successful parent in the division.
division.
flower, also
Nearly all to-day's newest
varieties in
in this
this division
division
nelvest and best
best exhibition
exhibition varieties
have been bred from 'Kihvorth'
`Kilworth' and
and 'Arbar'.
`Arbar'. Fermoy',
'Fermoy', similar
in
similar in
character
much larger
larger flower
lr,ith an
an orange
orange cup and
and
'Kilworth' but
but aa much
character to `Kilworth'
flower with
aa large
flat perianth,
perianth, whilst
whilst not
not being
being quite up to
standard,
to single
single bloom
bloom standard,
large flat
is an excellent
excellent show and garden plant.
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I have
the
have deliberately
deliberately excluded the pinks
pinks from this
this lecture,
lecture, as
as few
few of
ofthe
older varieties
qualify under the heading
of good
good garden
garden plants,
plants,
varieties really
really qualify
heading of
and those
those that grow
grow well
well are
arenot
not really
reallypink.
pink. Of the new
nerv varieties that are
are
really
may well
well prove
prove to be good growers,
but as yet they
growers, [:ut
the.y
really pink, some
solne rrray
seem to be
be very
much the
thespecialist's
specialist's flower.
flower.
very much
To
fiorn division
divisiott 2c,
zc,
To my
my mind,
mind,some
sorneof
ofthe
theloveliest
loveliest flowers
flou,ers come
corne from
especially
those showing
showing green
green lights
lights at
at the
the base
base of
of the perianth, which
which
especially those
contrasts and
and emphasises
emphasises the
the white
whiteofofthe
theperianth
perianthand
andtrumpet.
trumpet. 'Early
Mist',
proportions, which
before most
most
Mist', aa flower
trumpet proportions,
rvhich flowers
flowers before
flower of near trumpet
is a first rate
others in this
parent of
of `Canisp',
'Canisp', is
this class
class and was the pollen parent
'Canisp',can
lovely
flower. 'Ave',
theother
parent of
cancome
come with
r'vith aalovely
'Ave', the
otherparent
of`Canisp',
produced the
smooth
roll to
to the
the trumpet.
trumpet. But r'vith
with me, it
it has
has never
ner,er produced
the
smooth roll
slightest
off with aa knife.
knife.
sharply as if cut
cut off
slightest roll,
ro11, invariably
invariably it ends quite sharply
Having a tall and rather
is easily
weather
rather weak
stem, itit is
easily damaged by the weather
weak stem,
garden plant.
plant.
and for this reason
future as
as aa garden
reason I have
have doubts as to its future
`Easter
comes up
up to expectations
but as aa parent
parent
expectations but
'Easter Moon' seldom comes
seems
to the perianth of its
its
great substance
breadth to
seems to impart
impart great
substance and breadth.
is
offspring,
an unexpected
unexpected result,
result, as
as the
the difficulty
with 'Daster
'Easter Moon'
Moon' is
difficulty with
offspring, an
to get a reasonably
broad perianth
perianth to
to the
the flo."vers.
flowers. To my
my mind, 'Castle
reasonably broad
'Castle
of Mey'
ntediumsized
sizedflower
of
of the
thebest
thisgroup,
group,aamedium
NIey' is
is one
one of
bestininthis
flower of
beautiful proportions, ice-white
green at
at the
the base
base of
of its
ice-white throughout with
with green
perfectly
balanced trumpet.
trumpet. ItItgrows
has aa good
good
growsand
andmultiplies
multiplieswell
well and
and has
perfectly balanced
strong stem without being too stiff.
prospect of
of becoming
stiff. ItIthas
hasevery
every prospect
becoming
a first rate garden plant.
plant.
Turning
exhibition purposes it is to me
me aa
T'urning to
to division
division 33 flowers,
flowers, for exhibition
'Chungking' for the
relief
have at
at last
last 'Doubtful' as
as an alternative
alternati.re to 'Chungking'
relief to have
red and
is only
in division
yellows. As
As its
name implies,
implies, it is
only just in
division 3a,
and yellows.
its name
3a, but
it is all the
never having grown
grown 'Chungking' really
successfully, it
the more
more
really successfully,
flower
satisfactory
suchan
aneasy
easyand
andaccommodating
accommodating flower
satisfactory to find 'Doubtful'
'Doubtful' such
to grow
grow and exhibit.
exhibit.
The
in this
thisdivision
division are
are represented
represented by
by aa number
number of
of
The red
red and
and whites
whites in
new and very
`Rockall' is
is very
promising flowers,
flowers, amongst them
them'Rockalf
very good,
good,
very promising
being consistent
quality and
and free of increase. But
But even
even so, the
the old
old
consistent in quality
well-tried
`Matapan', when it
it throws
throws aareally
reallygood
goodflower
well-tried favourite, 'Matapan',
flower
(which
very often),
often), is
is still
still unbeatable.
unbeatable. It has
(which it does not do very
has the
the added
added
advantage of being early.
is,of
ofcourse,
much easier
early. `Mahmoud'
'Mahmoud' is,
course, aamuch
easier flower
flower
quality or
to grow
or whiteness
whiteness of
of 'Matapan'.
`Matapan'. Few,
grow but it has not got
got the quality
Iiew, if
if
any of the
good for
garden
and whites
in the
thedivision,
division, are
are much
much good
for garden
the red
red and
whites in
decoration
as they
they burn far too
too easily,
easily, but they
they are
are very
\rery useful
useful as
as cut
decoration as
cut
flowers
for the
the house. Whilst
very dissimilar,
dissimilar, I have
flowers for
Whilst being
being very
have found both
purpose.
`Corofin'
'Blarney' are first rate plants for this purpose.
'Corofin' and 'Blarney'
I must
general dislike
dislike of double
double daffodils,
daffodils, and particumust confess
confess to
to aa general
larly those with the very
very large
large mop heads which the stem
stem can
can no
no longer
longer
support when
one or
or two
two of
newer
the flower
$'et with rain, but
but one
of the newer
when the
flower gets wet
varieties are such
such an enormous
improvement on the old ones
enormous improvement
ones that I have
have
to admit to
'Acropolis' you have
andin
in'Acropolis'you
haveaavery
fine flower
to their
their charms,
charms, and
veryfine
flower
indeed.
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that are mostly
the show
bench, there
Besides
these varieties
varieties that
on the
shor,v bench,
mostly seen on
Besides these
is a large
of rather older
varieties that
that make
older varieties
splen.did garden
selection of
garden
make splendid
large selection
plants, growing
either in borders
grolving either
planted out in
bordcrs or even
even planted
grass as
in grass
as
stocks build
build up.
mentioned will
ofthe
varieties II have
have mentioned
Nlostof
shorv varieties
up.Most
theshow
make
will make
planted in shrub
first class gardcn
garden plants
plants and can be safely
safely planted
shrub or
mixed
or mixed
borders.
red cups
mind that
in mind
the red
are mostly
that the
cups are
Bearing in
mostly burnt by
by the sun,
borders. Bearing
it is advisable
for this
this purpose
purpose those
those that
to choose
that are sunproof, such
choose for
as
such as
advisable to
`Rustom
Pasha' or
illustom
the few
red and
of the
'Ceylon', two
really sunproof
or 'Ceylon',
two of
few really
and
sunproof red
'Rustom Pasha'
years, or
yellows. They
lifting every
three years,
or even
need lifting
every
every three
They will
only need
even every
will only
four years,
years, when grown in this
r,vay.
this way.
A good v'ay
way to
select bulbs
bulbs for
for this
this purpose
purpose is to visit the Society's
to select
Society's
Daffodil
from aa catalogue,
catalogue, or
or
selecting from
than selecting
Wisley, far better than
DafTodil trials at Wisley,
even the show bench, as the actual
growth can
and growth
can be
seen when
be seen
actual form and
when
growing
under normal
normal conditions.
conditions. It
It isis worth
remembering that the
growing under
soil
worth remembering
the soil
at Wisley
ideally suited to
means ideally
no means
daffodils.
to daffodils.
Wisley is by no
As the
the bulbs multiply, they can be planted
planted out in grass and here they
increase more
are well
more slowly.
slowly. Provided
Provided they
they are
well spaced out when planted,
I have not found itit necessary
move them even after eight to ten years.
necessary to move
The
this setting and the best effect
lool< out of
in this
of place in
effect
cups somehow
red cups
The red
somehow look
certainly comes
yellows and whites,
especially effective
the yellows
effective are
and especially
whites, and
comes from the
plantings of the
yellows.
sulphury yellows.
the sulphury
The
in grass
grass is
is to know
growing daffodils
dalTodils in
know
problem, of
course, with
of course,
The problem,
with growing
what to
grass and
ratherunsightly
foliage which
and foliage
which must
unsightly grass
be
do with
must be
to do
the rather
with the
left until after
last
down which is usually
die down
leaves begin to die
the leaves
usually in the last
after the
half of June.
June. To
harmful to the
leayesbefore
theleaves
beforewill
certainly be harmful
Tocut
will certainly
cutthe
bulbs and
prcvent flowering
reduce or
even prevent
following year.
flowering the
or even
the following
and will
will reduce
founddo
Of those
in grass
havetried
andfound
that II have
triedand
grass
those that
especially well
rvell in
doespecially
are
'Hunter's
yellow trumpets,
`Kingscoure
trumpets, 'Hunter's
bothyellow
are`Kingscourt'
'Cromarty' both
'Kingscourt' and Tromarty'
'Binkie', which
Moon', `Maraval'
yellows. `Binkie',
'Binkie' sulphury
'Maraval' and
and `Binkie'
which does
sulphury yellows.
does
exceptionally
well, is
is aa reversed
reversed bicolour;
greenycuriouspale
bicolour; its
itscurious
palegreenyexceptionally well,
in a large drift.
yellow
shows up
up remarkably
remarkably in
yellow shows
For the
and `Kanchenjunga' are
easily the
'Scapa', 'Bergen'
are easily
'Bergen'and'Kanchenjunga'
whites, 'Scapa',
the whites,
'I(anchenjunga', when
best.
of `Kanchenjunga',
rvhen wet,
thevery
largeflower
best.Sometimes
wet,
verylarge
Sometimes the
flower of
becomes
bit too
too healy
heavy for
for the
the stem
stem but
but for
for growth and constitution
corlstitution it
becomes aa bit
is first
first class.
class.
Mixed plantings are generally
in grass as it gives
generally unsatisfactory
gives aa
unsatisfactory in
blotchy effect
difference in flowering
the difference
effect and because
flowering times no great
because of the
show is ever
ever achieved.
achieved. It is far
plant in
in large
better to
far better
to plant
one
large drifts
of one
drifts of
variety,
the ground
ground and planting
planting them where they
variety, scattering the bulbs on the
fall, which gives
effect.
gives a much more
natural effect.
more natural
I have,
one mixed
mixed planting
planting of
of 'Brunswick'
'Brunswick' and
and 'sincerity'.
'Sincerity'.
however, one
have, however,
j it
`Brunswick',
a
IIB
with
a
short
bright-lemon
trumpet,
is
outstanding;
IIB
a
short
a
with
bright-lemon
trumpet,
outstanding
'Brunswick',
is
early, lasts
lasts aa long
longtime
timeand
andisisquite
quiteunaffected
unaffectedby
byweather.
weather. 'sincerity',
'Sincerity',
isearly,
a bicolour trumpet of
as 'Bruns'Brunsthe same
of the
colouring, comes
comes into flower as
same colouring,
wick'
goes over
over and
and carries
carries on
on the
the display. It
It has
added advantage
the added
advantage
has the
wick'goes
that the
dissimilar, can be sorted out when they
they
bulbs, being
somewhat dissimilar,
the bulbs,
being somewhat
are lifted.
lifted.
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Turning now
now to
future, IIwould
to the
the future,
would like
like to
tosee
see breeders
breeders paying
paying far
far
the problem
problem of
raising new
new varieties
varieties that will
more attention to the
of raising
rvill conconsistently
larger proportion
proportion of
of good
good quality
quality flowers
flowers than most
sistently produce aa larger
most
varieties are doing
doing to-day. ItItisisno
no use
use raising
raising aa new
nerv variety
variety that is
is more
vivid in colour,
larger in
in size,
size, if
if only
only the
the odd
odd flower
is of
of really
really good
colour, or
or larger
good
flolver is
quality.
quality. No
Nonew
new variety
variety these
these days
days should
should be
be kept
kept unless
unless it produces aa
large proportion of flowers
up to standard, and will
flowers up
wiil go
go on
on producing
producing
them year after year.
year.ItItmust
mustalso
promise of
alsoshow
show real
real promise
of becoming
becoming aa good
good
garden plant.
getting away
Secondly,
we are
are getting
away from the
Secondly, there seems a danger that we
essential character of
no doubt, have seen in the
of the daffodil;
dafiodil ; you will all, no
hall to-day
of this where the
the flower
is no
to-day extreme
extreme examples
examples of
no longer
longer
flower is
recognisable as a daffodil
only resembles
resembles some
some unhappy
unhappy malformed
daffodil and only
freak of
of nature.
nature. IIam
have one
one advantage;
amtold,
told, however,
holvever, that
that they
they have
advantage; they
can be crammed into a box and sent on a rough
rough train
train journey arriving at
Covent Garden looking
picked.
looking much the
the same
same as
as when
when they
they were
were picked.
Maybe
manyexhibition
exhibitionflowers
lVlaybe these
these are
are extreme
extreme cases
cases but
buttoo
toomany
flowers
are lacking
lacking in
refinement and the
receiving
awards to-day
to-day are
in grace and refinement
receiving awards
the
accent seems
on size
seems to be on
size and colour.
colour.
I would
point by
flowers of
like to illustrate this
this point
bytaking
takingtwo
two flowers
of my own
own
r,vould like
breeding.
(Fig. 113),
I13),
'Kingsyellow trumpet
trumpet (Fig.
'Lurgain', aayellow
rr3), aa'Kingsbreeding. The first is Turgain',
court'
seedling
reasonably
hasbeen
beena a
reasonablysuccessful
successful
'Crornarty'
seedlingwhich
whichhas
court'xxCromarty'
show
having an
an Award
Award of
of Merit
Merit and
and a number of firsts to its
its
shorv flower,
flor,ver, having
credit.
plant,being
firstrate
rateplant,
being strong
strong and
and vigorous,
vigorous, but to me
me
credit. ItItisisalso
alsoaafirst
almost clumsy,
it seems
large and
and rather
rather coarse,
coarse, almost
clumsy, with little, if any,
any,
seems large
poise or elegance.
elegance,
borderline
In
Canisp' (Fig.
(Fig.
'12),
'Canisp'
(Fig.112),
rrz),aaaborderline
borderline 2c/white
In comparison
comparison Canisp'
zc/white trumpet,
trumpet,
has to
marked degree
degree all
all the
thequalities
qualities of
of grace
grace and
andelegance
elegance that
to aamarked
that
`Lurgain' lacks.
I think
preoccupation with
rvith size we
we tend to forget that the
think in
inour
ourpreoccupation
the
larger the flower
becomes refinement,
refinement, poise and
flower is, the more important becomes
elegance if we are to avoid
avoid coarseness.
coarseness.
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Photo: J. E. Downward

FIG. I io—Narcissus 'Empress of Ireland', one of the finest white daffodils raised
by the late Guy L. Wilson (see p. 353)

s
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photo: .7. E. Downward
;sIG.
1—Narcissus 'Tudor Minstrel', a good garden variety
vhich increases rapidly and has a short cupped flower without red
in the cup (see p. 354)
"d7

FIG. 112—Narcissus `Canisp', a graceful trumpet variety raised
by J. S. B. Lea which was awarded a Banksian Medal for the
best flower in the Daffodil Show, 1961 (see p. 357)
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Photo: J. E. Downward
FIG. i 11—Narcissus 'Tudor Minstrel', a good garden variety

which increases rapidly and has a short cupped flower without red
in the cup (see p. 354)

FIG. '12—Narcissus `Canisp', a graceful trumpet variety raised
by J. S. B. Lea which was awarded a Banksian Medal for the
best flower in the Daffodil Show, 1961 (see p. 357)
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